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Abstract—Active and passive detection using CP-OFDM mod-
ulated signals traditionally assume that targets do not move
significantly during the entire observation period. In this paper,
a “time-shift” model that compensates for the motion of targets
between pulses during the observation period is introduced.
Matched filtering based upon this model can be efficiently
performed using a combination of the chirp-z transform and the
fast Fourier transform algorithms. The resulting delay-Doppler
plots are less “smeary” in the range axis than plots generated
when using the traditional techniques over extended observation
intervals, allowing better resolution of closely spaced targets.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT work has noted the merits of using signals mod-
ulated with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) in radar applications. In [19], OFDM was utilized in
the form of a Multifrequency Complementary Phase Coded
(MCPC) signal, where it was shown to exhibit more efficient
spectral usage and lower sidelobes in the ambiguity function
than traditional techniques. Additionally, in [12], it was noted
that OFDM signals do not experience range-Doppler coupling.
One of the most appealing properties of OFDM waveforms is
their ability to be used simultaneously for communications
and radar. Aspects of radar-based communication, such as the
range and throughput, have been explicitly studied by some
researchers [18], [24]. However, most research on OFDM
signals has been from the communications community.

Most countries have now transitioned to digital television
and radio broadcasting to some extent or utilize forms of long-
range wireless networking, and in most cases, the standards
used are based on a form of OFDM [21], [26], [25], as shown
in Table I.1 The wide proliferation of OFDM broadcasters
worldwide and the ease with which an individual could erect
a new television or radio station, or networking tower without
raising suspicion have spawned interest in utilizing OFDM
signals for passive detection. The suitability of the signals for
detection varies based upon the specific standard.

Range migration, also known as range walk, is a “smearing”
that occurs in radar, as well as in general signal processing [6],
when performing matched filtering without compensating for
the motion of a target during the observation period. Range
walk is particularly problematic when using long integration
times for detection. Without compensation, it limits the co-
herent integration gain, lowering the probability of detecting

1A notable exception is the digital television standard in the United
States, Canada, Mexico and South Korea, the Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC) standard [1], which does not use OFDM.

weak targets [7], [20], and is also a problem with incoherent
integration [2].

This paper derives a time-shift model that addresses the
range-walk problem and that can be efficiently implemented
for OFDM signals, among others. A lot of work regarding
range migration compensation has been done for Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) [16] and in wideband signal processing
[17]. Whereas the wideband model in [17] relies on time-
domain processing, the technique in this paper processes the
data in the Fourier domain, performing interpolation when
non-integer shifts are needed. The algorithm coming from
the time-shift model is conceptually similar to the approach
outlined in the expired patent [13], which implements a
keystone transform using FFTs and a “special” (not necessarily
computationally efficient) Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
Note that range migration is not necessarily a negative effect,
as it can be used to eliminate clutter in a migrating target
indicator detector [8].

The OFDM-modulated signals being received are assumed
to have been modulated with a cyclic prefix (CP-OFDM),
making this work relevant for passive detection utilizing most
OFDM-based broadcast standards, with a notable exception
being the DTMB standard, which is the digital television
standard in China.2 However, not all CP-OFDM codes are
equally suited for the type of low-complexity radar processing
considered here. As was the case in [5], each OFDM symbol
is treated as a “pulse” and it is assumed that the maximum
delay of a return from the target compared to the direct-path
return from the nearest receiver is less than the duration of
the cyclic prefix, which occupies the interval between pulses.
Since error correction codes are used in all digital broadcast
standards, the digital signal is assumed to have been correctly
decoded and properly synchronized.

In Section II, the ideal models of the transmitted and
received signals as well as the time-shift approximation, which
is the subject of this paper, are presented. In Section III
expressions for estimating the channel taps and performing
matched filtering using the new model are presented. Section
IV discusses the discrete-time implementation of the matched
filters. In Section V, the delay-Doppler plots created using
each of the methods in scenarios involving synthetically gen-

2The DTMB standard puts pseudonoise in the guard interval between
symbols rather than using a cyclic prefix. It has been claimed that the use
of pseudonoise facilitates synchronization between the transmitter and the
receivers. [23]
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Acronym Meaning Notable Areas Where Used Specifications
Major Digital Television Standards

ISDB-T Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting - Terrestrial Japan, most of South America [3]
DTMB Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcast
DMB-T/H Digital Multimedia Broadcast - Terrestrial/Handheld China, Hong Kong, Madagascar [23]

DVB-T Australia, Europe, India, Iran,
DVB-T2 Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial Russia, most of Africa and the Middle East [11], [10]

Major Digital Radio Standards
DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting Australia, China, Europe, Russia [9]
HDRadio Hybrid Digital Radio United States [14]

Major Networking Standards
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 150 countries [15]

TABLE I: Major long-range broadcast standards around the world that use forms of OFDM modulation.

erated digital audio and video signals are compared, and the
results are summarized in Section VI.

II. THE GENERALIZED MODEL

A. The Transmitted Signal Model
The transmitted signal model is the same as that used in

[5], which is standard for OFDM signals. Let N + 1 be
the number of subcarriers (discrete, orthogonal frequencies)
used in the OFDM symbols. Under the assumption that N is
an even integer,3 the ith baseband modulated symbol in the
continuous domain, generated by multiplexing complex values
onto orthogonal subcarriers,4 is given by

xi(t) =

N
2∑

m=−N2

si[m]ej2πm∆ftq(t), (1)

where si[m] is the symbol being sent in the ith block, ∆f is
the spacing (in frequency) between subcarriers, and

q(t) =

{
1 t ∈ [−Tcp, Ts],
0 otherwise.

(2)

The total duration of the block is Tb = Ts + Tcp, where Ts
is the information-carrying modulated symbol and Tcp is a
cyclic prefix such that q(t) = q(t + Ts) for t ∈ [0, Tcp].
The cyclic prefix occupies a region between symbols known
as the “guard interval.” The guard interval is assumed to be
greater than or equal to the length of the channel response
so as to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI). The frequencies
are orthogonal, because ∆f = 1

Ts
. The baseband broadcast

signal is given by the concatenation of all of the symbols over
time,

x(t) =

∞∑
i=−∞

xi(t− iTb). (3)

The passband signal is given by

xpass(t) = <
{
ej2πfctx(t)

}
, (4)

3All of the broadcast standards in Table I have chosen N to be an
even integer. Though the concepts presented here apply if the center carrier
frequency does not correspond to one of the subcarriers, which occurs when
N is not an integer, the notation becomes cumbersome and has consequently
been omitted.

4The numbering of the subcarriers about the center carrier frequency is
consistent with the notation used in multiple standards. Generally, the DC
subcarrier is not used. A different organization of the subcarriers could be
chosen without changing the results in the paper.

where fc is the center carrier frequency.

B. The Target Model

1) The Full Model: The received signal at a particular
antenna should consist of a direct-path contribution from each
transmitter (assuming a clear line of sight) as well as from
reflections off stationary objects and the targets. It is assumed
that each subcarrier experiences the same complex attenua-
tion. Under the standard non-relativistic Doppler model, the
received passband signal at time t of a reflection from a single
target traveling at a constant range rate is

ypass(t) = <
{
ej2πfc(t−τ0−adt)A0x(t− τ0 − adt)

}
, (5)

where τ0 is the bistatic delay of the return from the target at
time t = 0, the term adt expresses how the bistatic delay has
changed over time where ad = vd/c is the ratio5 of the range
rate vd of the target to the speed of light c, and A0 is the
complex attenuation of the received signal.

Thus, the complex baseband signal consisting of NT reflec-
tions (the number of discrete scatterers modeled) is

y(t) =

NT−1∑
p=0

e−j2πfc(τp+apt)Apx(t− τp − apt), (6)

where τp is the bistatic delay from the pth return at time 0,
Ap is the complex attenuation of the signal, and ap is the
corresponding Doppler shift.

The full model under the assumption of uniform complex
attenuation across subcarriers is the model used to generate
data in the simulation section. Unfortunately, this model is
too computationally demanding to perform matched filtering
in real time on a regular computer. For that reason, the time-
shift approximation is introduced.

2) The Time-Shift Model: Reference [5] noted that it is
not unusual to use a large number of blocks for detection
in passive scenarios (on the order of 1 s). Unfortunately,
the traditional phase-shift model of [5] does not compensate
for the motion of the target during the observation interval.
During that time, the targets can be expected to have moved
considerably. The time-shift model partially accounts for this
motion. The bistatic range shall be considered constant for
individual blocks, but will be allowed to change between

5This ratio is the Doppler shift.
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Fig. 1: The signal model for the channel taps with respect to
the delay and Doppler components of the target returns is that
of planar waves impinging upon a uniform rectangular array, in
the traditional phase-shift model and that of waves impinging
upon a nonuniform (keystone) array in the time-shift model.

blocks. Under this assumption, the model for the ith received
symbol becomes, for t ∈ {−Tcp, Ts},

y(i)(t) =

NT−1∑
p=0

Ape
−j2πfc(τp+apiTb)xi(t− τp − apiTb). (7)

III. THE DATA PROCESSING FOR ESTIMATION

A. The Virtual Antenna Array

Reference [5] demonstrated how the OFDM channel esti-
mates can be used as a virtual rectangular array for estimating
delay and Doppler. The channel tap estimates that form the
virtual array for the time shift model are given by

h(i)
m , si[m]∗

∫ Ts

0

e−j2πm∆fty(i)(t)dt (8a)

=

NT−1∑
p=0

Ape
−j2πfc(τp+apiTb)

N
2∑

n=−N2

si[m]∗si[n]e−j2πn∆f(τp+apiTb)

∫ Ts

0

e−j2π(m−n)∆ftdt.

(8b)

Since the integral in (8b) is over an entire period, when n 6= m,
every positive value of the argument as a function of t can
always be cancelled by one with a negative value, and the
integral must be zero. On the other hand, if m = n, then the
exponential is 1, and the integral is equal to Ts. All together,
the solution reduces to:

h(i)
m = Ts

NT−1∑
p=0

Ap|si[m]|2e−j2π(τp(fc+m∆f)+apiTb(fc+m∆f)),

(9)
which is equivalent to an expression for the received signal
from an antenna located at (∆f, Tb(fc + m∆f)) in a planar
phased array having NT impinging waves. However, unlike
in [5], the spacing of the virtual elements no longer forms a
uniform rectangle. Figure 1 illustrates how the layout of the
elements in the virtual arrays differs between models.

B. The Matched Filter Receiver

A matched filter receiver correlates a waveform given a
specific Doppler shift and delay to the received signal over
NB blocks. The matched filter for delay τ and Doppler shift
ad under the traditional phase-shift model is typically given
by

zd(τ) =

∫ NBTb

0

ej2πadfctx∗(t− τ)y(t)dt. (10)

Unfortunately, with integration periods on the order of one
second not being unusual for passive detection, the motion of
the target during the interval becomes significant. By treating
each block as a “pulse” and omitting the cyclic prefix, so as to
avoid ISI, the matched filter for the time-shift model becomes

zd(τ) =

NB−1∑
i=0

∫ Ts

0

ej2πfc(τp+apiTb)x∗i (t− τp − apiTb)y(i)(t)dt

(11a)

=

NB−1∑
i=0

ej2πfc(τp+apiTb)

N
2∑

m=−N2

ej2πm∆f(τp+apiTb)h(i)
m .

(11b)

IV. DISCRETE-TIME IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FILTERS

In the discrete domain, the durations, Ts and Tcp, of the
modulated symbol and the cyclic prefix are chosen to be
multiples of the sampling period, T0; that is, Ts = NsT0 and
Tcp = NcpT0. Additionally, it is assumed that Ns > N . In
discussing the practical implementation of the discrete-time
filters, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and the chirp-z
Transform (CZT) will be used. The CZT of the length Ns
sequence z is defined to be

CZ[k] , ej2πω0

Ns−1∑
m=0

e−j
2π
Ns
kmαz[m] ∀k = {0, . . . , Ns− 1},

(12)
where the constant α can be any complex number and ω0

defines an initial phase shift. The CZT algorithm can be
efficiently computed using DFTs, as described in [22]. The
CZT has found use in decoding CP-OFDM modulated signals
for passive radar when using technology having a sampling
rate [4] that does not match the sampling rate assumed when
designing the signal such that the OFDM subcarriers truly are
orthogonal. This situation can occur in radars not explicitly
designed for passive reception of digital broadcast signals.

A. Calculating the Channel Estimates

In the discrete-time domain, the channel tap estimate of (8a)
becomes

h(i)
m =

s∗i [m]

Ns

Ns−1∑
k=0

e−j
2π
Ns
kmy(i)[k]. (13)

For each block (each value of i), one can evaluate the channel
tap estimates for all m ∈ {−N2 , . . . , 0, . . . ,

N
2 } in two steps
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|zd(τ)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0

e−j2π
nτ̃

M1Ns

NF−1∑
k=0

(
e
−j2π ṽd

M2NB

(
kTf
Tb

)
αn

NB−1∑
i=0

e
−j2π iṽd

M2NB
αnh

(i)

n−N2
(k)

)∣∣∣∣∣ (20)

|zd(τ)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=0

e−j2π
nτ̃

M1Ns

NF−1∑
k=0

e
−j2πNA

(
kTf
Tb

)
αn

(
e
−j2π ṽd

M2NB

(
kTf
Tb

)
αn

NB−1∑
i=0

e
−j2π iṽd

M2NB
αn
(
e−j2πNAiαnh

(i)

n−N2
(k)
))∣∣∣∣∣ (21)

as

t = DFT
(
y(i)
)
, (14)

h(i) =
1

Ns
s∗i ◦ circshift (t, N/2) , (15)

where the vectors si and h(i) are defined to be

si , [si [−N/2] , . . . , si[0], . . . , si [N/2]]
′
, (16)

h(i) ,
[
h

(i)
−N/2, . . . , h

(i)
0 , . . . , h

(i)
N/2

]′
, (17)

and t is a temporary vector of length Ns. The length Ns vector
y(i) consists of the signal samples received during block i. The
circular shift operation in (15) means that the elements in the
length Ns vector t are rotated such that an element at position
k is moved to position (k + N/2) mod (Ns). Only the first
N + 1 elements of h(i) provide useful information, since they
correspond to values of m from −N/2 to N/2.

B. Calculating the Correlator Outputs
When using the time-shift model of (11b) generalized over

the coherent combination of multiple frames (collections of
NB blocks separated by an empty region), the matched filter
becomes

zd(τ) =

NF−1∑
k=0

N
2∑

m=−N2

NB−1∑
i=0

ej2π(fc+m∆f)(τ+ad(kTf+iTb))h(i)
m (k)

(18a)

=ej2πfcτ
NF−1∑
k=0

N
2∑

m=−N2

ej2πm∆fτ

×
NB−1∑
i=0

ej2π(fc+m∆f)ad(iTb+kTf )h(i)
m (k), (18b)

where NF is the number of frames, Tf is the duration of
a frame, and τ is the delay of the signal reflected from the
target with respect to the direct path signal. Let M1 and
M2 be positive integers greater than or equal to one. Their
role will only be for interpolating extra points in an FFT
(effectively zero padding). If one wishes to operate at the
Rayleigh resolution, set them both to unity. Remembering
that ad = vd/c, where c is the speed of light, the following
substitutions can be made

τ =− τ̃T0

M1
vd =− ṽd

M2NB

(
fcTb
c

) m =n− N

2
, (19)

resulting in Equation 20, where

αn ,
fc + (n−N/2)∆f

fc
. (22)
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Fig. 2: The illuminators, targets and receiver. The lines repre-
sent the direction in which the targets travel; the shapes mark
where the tracks begin.

The innermost sum of (20) can be evaluated across all Doppler
shifts for each frame and bistatic range using the CZT. How-
ever, due to the definition of the CZT, this formulation only
allows for negative velocities to have their range migration
corrected. In reality, one does not want to evaluate the CZT
at the discrete bistatic range rates ṽd (which map to negative
continuous bistatic range rates), but rather at ṽd+NA (MsNB),
where NA = −1/2. This gives us a range of velocities
of ṽb = −M2NB

2 + 1 to ṽb = M2NB
2 . Thus, the desired

transform is actually that given in (21). Consequently, for each
value of i, the collection of all n channel tap terms (the hs)
must be pre-multiplied by a phase shift before the CZT is
taken. Also, an additional step for the phase shift to combine
frames is necessary. Obviously, processing is more efficient
if there is no gap between frames (that is, NF = 1). The
term NA can be varied to change the valid velocity range and
correct for Doppler ambiguity. Doppler ambiguity correction
is considered in the simulation section.

V. SIMULATIONS

Simulations were performed in two dimensions for three
illuminators, two targets, and one receiver, as shown in Figure
2. The receiver was located at (0, 0), the illuminators were
at (12 km, 16 km), (−12 km, 6 km), and (14 km,−14 km), and
the initial target locations were at (12.5 km, 2.5 km) and
(12.4 km, 2 km). The targets moved at constant velocities
of (−175 m/s, 50 m/s) and (−175 m/s, 75 m/s), respectively.
Each target consisted of a five-point scatterer. Relative to
the target location, the scatterers for both targets were off-
set by (10 m, 0 m), (0 m, 10 m), (0 m,−10 m), (−10 m, 5 m),
(−10 m,−5 m), which is the scenario used in [5]. When
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discussing the baseband signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the
receiver in the following scenarios, the average power not
counting the effects of Doppler was used. The transmitted data
was quadrature phase-shift key (QPSK) modulated.

The complex amplitudes Ap of the target returns were
chosen such that if the returns from the individual scatterers
were to add coherently, the desired average SNR of the targets
would be obtained. However, each scatterer was assigned a
complex phase shift that was kept constant. The received signal
was simulated for every single sample using the full model of
Section II-B. The zero-Doppler signals were removed from
the channel-tap estimates by subtracting the projection of the
channel taps onto the zero-Doppler vector.

A. Scenario 1

Elementary Period T0 7/64 µs
Subcarrier Spacing (∆f)−1 8192T0
Number of Subcarriers N 6816
Blocks Per Frame NB 68
Symbol Duration Ts 8192T0
Cyclic Prefix Duration Tcp 2048T0
Block Duration Tb 10240T0
NULL Symbol Duration TNULL 0T0
Frame Duration Tf 696320T0

TABLE II: Parameters for the 8 MHz mode at the 8 kHz rate
with a 1/4 guard interval in the DVB standard [11]. These
values are used in Scenario 1.

The first scenario considered used parameters representative
of the DVB standard, which are provided in Table II. The
symbols were randomly selected omitting the pilot tones that
are a part of the DVB standard. The center carrier frequency
was chosen to be 177.5 MHz, which is an unrealistically low
carrier frequency for this standard. This carrier frequency
assures that all targets were well resolved in Doppler. The
second simulation scenario uses a realistic center carrier
frequency, where Doppler ambiguity becomes a problem. The
SNR of each of the direct-path signals from the transmitters
was 20 dB above the noise floor, meaning that, in practice,
the radio signals could be assumed to have been decoded
without error. The target returns were 50 dB below the di-
rect path signals. In the matched filters, all of the blocks
within an OFDM frame were coherently match filtered, and
the results were subsequently non-coherently combined (the
squared magnitudes were added) between frames. Ten frames
were combined, corresponding to a long integration period of
0.7616 s.

The results are shown in Figure 3. All six tracks from
each target-illuminator pair can be resolved using the time-
shift model. However, in the phase-shift model, the lack of
compensation for the target motion prevents the two tracks in
the upper left from being resolved. The range-migration cor-
rection came at a price. Without any particular optimization,
the time-shift model implemented using the FFT and chirp-
z transforms took about 13 times as long to execute as the
basic matched filtering. That said, computing all of the sums
by brute force took approximately 116 times as long as the
basic matched filtering, indicating that the method presented in

this paper offers almost a 9-fold speed improvement over the
brute-force approach. Additional optimizations could improve
this further.

B. Scenario 2

The third scenario is the same as the second, except a
more realistic carrier frequency of 474 MHz was used. At this
carrier, Doppler aliasing is present and due to the aliasing, the
processing associated with the time-shift model actually results
in a “tearing” effect in range for the aliased targets instead
of properly eliminating the range migration, as illustrated in
Figure 4b. On the other hand, if the ambiguity order is known
or can be determined from other information (the correct range
of velocities to choose by varying NA from Section IV-B),
then proper compensation can be performed, and the targets
can once again be resolved, as illustrated in Figure 4c.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new time-shift model for signal processing using OFDM
waveforms was introduced. The efficient implementation of
matched filters for the time-shift model using a chirp-z trans-
form and an FFT were considered. It was demonstrated that the
time-shift model can reduce smearing in the range dimension
of range-Doppler plots when the targets move significantly
compared to the range resolution of the radar. Additionally,
since the time-shift model actually worsens the smearing in the
presence of Doppler ambiguity when viewing the wrong range-
rate interval, but improves it when in the correct interval, it is
possible that Doppler ambiguity can be resolved by choosing
the highest peak across ambiguity regions.
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(b) The Time-Shift Model
Fig. 3: The delay-Doppler plots from the matched filters using each model for Scenario 2. The color scales are identical in
both images. The time-shift model successfully resolves the two returns in the upper left.
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Fig. 4: In (a) and (b) are delay-Doppler plots from the matched filters using each models for the third scenario without
correcting for Doppler ambiguity. In (c), the correct ambiguity order (NA = 1/2) is chosen. The color scales are identical in
all three images. As a result, the tracks can again be resolved in range.
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